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Abstract 

The computer network unusual condition intelligent examination technology is maintains the network health, the 
security and the stable movement key link, also is at present automatic network management system research hot spot. 
This article proposed one kind based on the protocol analysis and the probability neural network union network 
unusual condition examination method. This method first based on the network protocol analysis, carries on the 
capture and the condition scanning to in the network movement sensitive data; Then unifies the Bayes smallest risk 
criterion and based on Parzen window probability neural network PNN, carries on the comparison judgment to the 
network characteristic data and the network baseline data, thus prompt, accurately examines the unusual condition 
which the network occurs. This method may discover ahead of time the network potential failure and the danger, help 
the network management personnel high automation control network according to the anticipated QoS movement. 

© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd.   
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1. Introduction 

The protocol analysis is acts according to in the OSI network architecture the data seal principle to 
come the reversion analysis network transmission data message one method, is the intellectualization 
network monitor and control system foundation. Catches in the network first floor after the network 
transmission data carries on the decoding analysis to it, provides the correlation for the reality application 
function the data, may obtain in the network according to the nimble establishment capture rule any wish 
understanding situation, is extremely easy through the stochastic statistical function to withdraw the 
network unusual condition the characteristic information. 
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Probability radial direction base neural network PNN (probabilistic neural network) is by has, is one 
kind of simulation artificial intelligence parallel processing model [1] which the simple treatment function 
massive neuron widespread connection becomes.PNN has the formidable machine learning, the automatic 
organization, the association memory, the distributional parallel processing and exudes ability, has the 
good non-linear mapping performance, it is widely applied in each kind of non-linear processing domain. It 
has overcome the nonlinear system mathematics modeling difficulties and the model robust (robustness) 
difference shortcoming, directly carries on the training using the empirical data or the characteristic data to 
the neural network, and the knowledge memory which studies in the network architecture and the weight, 
has the superior knowledge expression, the knowledge gain and parallel inference ability [2].Its structure 
simple, the training study speed is quick, suits specially in the pattern classification question solution, 
therefore the neural network can judge the computer network unusual condition well the occurrence. 

2. Network anomaly detection model 

The protocol analysis may real-time catch the analysis current network transmission data, has sensitive 
information [3] through the nimble establishment filtration rule which foresightedly in the scanning, the 
statistics and the analysis network transmit.  

The identical kind of breakdown phenomenon causes the reason is possibly completely different, 
between phenomenon and reason not pair of linear relations, and causes between the network unusual each 
kind of breakdown also to have the complex cross couple relations, namely the network abnormal 
phenomenon and causes between the abnormal phenomenon reason is one kind of typical non-linearity 
relates [4].Because probability neural network PNN has the formidable non-linear processing superiority, 
can establishes the non-linearity projective relation in the complex network breakdown and the network 
during abnormal state. 

Through the protocol analysis capture, the analysis network data, screens the characteristic data by the 
filtration rule to provide to the probability neural network, PNN with the network baseline data which 
studies beforehand carries on the comparative analysis, thus fast, judges the current network movement 
accurately the condition, real-time exceptionally carries on the examination to the network. Based on the 
protocol analysis and the PNN combination network exceptionally examines model as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The model based on the protocol analysis and the PNN 
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3. Extraction of feature data protocol analysis 

In the network transmission data current capacity is extremely big, the protocol analysis primary 
mission is needs to excavate from these magnanimous data possibly causes the network unusual 
characteristic data message, realizes including functions and so on data gathering, decoding, analysis, 
statistics, classification, the protocol analysis by Figure 1 TAP (coupler), the data capture, NDIS (network 
actuation interface specification), modules and so on data decoding, filtration rule is composed [5]. 

3.1. Data capture and analysis 

The data capture exceptionally examines which to the network first must plan the information gathering 
spot, uses the TAP string to enter is measured the network the branch link way, such TAP may under the 
transparent pattern the copy to the network global data. The concrete data capture carries out by the work 
in the combination pattern (Promiscuous) network card, the network card work behavior controls by 
protocol analysis core module NDIS, NDIS provides the data capture rule the operation function, it 
provides the service for the upper formation agreement driver, shield lower level each kind of network card 
difference [6].NDIS supports many kinds of working pattern, supports the multi-processor, provides 
complete NDIS storehouse (Library) to complete under each kind of rule the data capture. The data 
decoding based on the agreement tree's constitution rule, carries on reversion cascade processing according 
to the data seal process to the data stream, regarding uses the characteristic character with the level 
agreement to distinguish. The data decoding module carries on the return to original state reorganization 
data packet to the NDIS submission data according to the network level agreement rule, carries on the 
analysis according to data packet protocol data unit PDU. 

3.2. Feature extraction of data 

The network exceptionally examines the characteristic data by the protocol analysis filtration rule 
module selective extraction, each kind of network condition data constitutes a dynamic filtration rule 
storehouse, for instance filters the TCP connection request data packet, CRC verifies the wrong package, 
the sole agreement data packet, the broadcast data packet, broadcasts rules and so on data packet, TCP re-
transmit data packet, uses plug-in unit technology [7] to carry on to the filtration rule at the right moment 
renews, meets the new change need. In the actual network examination, obtains the characteristic data 
according to the present need examination network condition key selection filtration rule. 

4. PNN network anomaly detection 

Probability radial direction base network PNN is one parallel algorithm which smallest risk criterion 
development comes based on the Parzen window probability density function method and Baye the Bayes, 
suits the pattern classification question specially solution [8].According to the training sample space 
characteristic data probability characteristic, by the sample space typical sample took the neural network 
model the concealed level node, its weight is the pattern sample distribution.PNN has the structure simply, 
the training speed quick, the supplement sample easy characteristic, is one kind has the strong fault-tolerant 
ability and the structure auto-adapted adjustment neural network. 

4.1. PNN probabilistic RBF network model [9] 

The probability neural network will have the Parzen window estimator and the Bayes decision-
making integrates to in the neural network frame, to has 1F , 2F …, Fq  class to determine fault type 
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classification. Assuming P dimensional vector measurement set X ( [ ]TX pxxx ,...,, 21= ), Are based on the 
Bayes minimum risk criteria to determine the status of the )()( XfLHXfLH kkkqqq > , Then )( kqFX q ≠∈ .
Among qH and kH  Were Fq and kF Priori probability of failure, qL and kL  is a failure of this type of error 

into consideration other factors like failure, )(Xfq and )(Xfk  Were Failure Mode Fq  and kF  probability 

density function. Probability density usually can not accurately be obtained only in accordance with the 
existing fault feature samples find their statistics. Parzen window estimation method can be used to 
estimate the probability density function:  
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Among qiX  was Failure Mode Fq  of the i   training vectors, pN  was Failure Mode Fq 2 The number of 
training samples, σ  was The window width for the Parzen window. 

The realization altogether divides into the input level, the pattern level, the summation level and the 
decision-making strata based on the above Parzen window estimator and the Bayes decision-making 
probability neural network model and so on four. The supposition must realize a breakdown category 
diagnosis; there are n of d -dimensional training samples of failure, from q randomly selected fault class. 
In this case, the input level is composed by n  neuron, each input unit and n  pattern unit complete link. 
The pattern level

ix  is multiplied by each input sample value a weight coefficient 
kiw ( n,ixw iki ,...,21, == )
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integer was equal to breakdown type quantity, namely the breakdown type and the neuron 11 
correspondences, these neurons will correspond a pattern level group of neuron output summation, thus 
will obtain the breakdown type estimate probability density function. The output level is composed by the 
simple valve value discernment, chooses one to have the biggest estimate probability density function 
neuron to take the output, namely for corresponding breakdown type. 

4.2. Probability radial direction base network PNN study training 

Withdraws the Intranet network normally using the protocol analysis way the movement, the 
broadcast storm, the IP address conflict, the network transmission interrupt and so on 4 condition 
characteristic data, each condition selects 4 group of characteristic data sample separately for the 
probability neural network PNN study training, after the training PNN output level output as shown in 
Table 1. 

Table 1.After learning the actual output of PNN 

Network Status output value of output layer nodes 
Functioning 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 

Broadcast Storm 0.75 0.75 0.25 0.50 

Address conflicts 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.75 

Network outages 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

5. Experimental example 

Connects the router to switchboard between link the TAP coupler, confirms based on the protocol 
analysis and the PNN probability neural network combination method the accuracy and the reliability 
which exceptionally examines to the network, artificial instantaneous switches off the switchboard power 
source to create the network interrupt breakdown, the protocol analysis to network use factor statistical 
analysis as shown in Figure 2. 
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Utilization

Figure 2. Protocol analysis to network use factor statistical analysis 

Carries on the condition judgment through probability neural network PNN, the PNN output level 
node value of exports for (1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00), prompt and examined the computer network to break 
down transmission interrupt correctly. 

6. Conclusion 

The computer network fast popular and the widespread application causes its management and the 
maintenance becomes more and more complex, network automated management demand extremely 
urgent [10].Is applies based on the protocol analysis and the probability neural network PNN combination 
network exceptionally examination the artificial intelligence technology in the automation network 
management one kind of attempt, also is an automatic network management technology development 
main direction. The automatic network management is a complex system, involves the question is 
multitudinous, and very many people for, technical and the environment factor all possibly causes the 
network to appear exceptionally, inputs PNN the sample to need to renew unceasingly, this happen to 
may display the probability neural network supplement sample to be easy, machine learning training 
speed block, fault-tolerant ability and structure auto-adapted tenability strong superiority. 
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